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VOCABULARY
Accessible(Adj.)-approachable, attainable-सलुभ

Plurality(N)- a large number of people or things, range-बहुसखं्या

Contend(V)- assert, profess-वििाद करना

Exploitation(N)- misuse, ill treatment- शोषण

Revamp(V)- renovate, refurbish- सधुार करना

Eradicate(V)- eliminate, remove-जड़ से मिटाना

Spurious(Adj.)- invalid, faulty- अिान्य



The measure of tests

(Allowing students to take JEE and NEET twice a year is 

logical)

• The two-level Joint Entrance Examination (JEE) for 

admission to technological institutes such as the IITs, NITs 

and IIITs, and the National Eligibility cum Entrance Test 

(NEET) for undergraduate medical courses are steps —

although much work remains to be done to make them 

accessible, especially for rural students who suffer from 

various handicaps.

• A professional agency would look at nothing other than the 

suitability of the candidate to pursue a particular 

programme. 



The measure of tests

National Testing Agency (NTA)

National Testing Agency (NTA) formation came

into shape in the Union Budget 2017 of India by

the Finance Minister Arun Jaitley on 01 Feb

2017. NTA will be responsible for conducting

all major entrance exams like NEET 2019, JEE,

NET, CTET and other exams. National Testing

Agency will release the burden from CBSE,

AICTE, UGC and other exam conducting

organizations.

Vineet Joshi - First Director General (DG) of

NTA.



The measure of tests

• The idea of multiple opportunities to take a test in a single year is not really new, and is 

familiar to students entering universities abroad, particularly those in the United States.

• In fact, the Ashok Misra committee set up by the Human Resource Development Ministry 

to review the JEE three years ago recommended that an online aptitude test be offered two 

or more times a year.  

• A computer-based test should not turn into a barrier for students from rural backgrounds, 

and impose additional expenditure on candidates for preparation, travel to a testing centre

and so on. 

• Any process of reform at the level of entrance examinations can be meaningful only if the 

school education system is revamped, and learning outcomes are improved.



The measure of tests

Q. Who is the First Director General (DG) of National Testing 

Agency.

1. Amitabh Kant

2. Rajiv Kumar 

3. Tarun Kumar Goyal 

4. Vineet Joshi 



The measure of tests

Q.1. What role can the National Testing Agency can play to improvise the

status of Entrance Examination in our country?

Q.2. Explain in the merits and Demerits of conducting JEE and NEET twice

a year.



VOCABULARY
Spurt(N)- surge, explosion- आिेश

Outcry(N)- commotion, uproar- हाहाकार

Minuscule(Adj.)- little, minute-कि

Absurd(Adj.)- illogical, foolish- बेतुक

Farce(N)- mockery, travesty- प्रहसन

Proactive(Adj.)- (of a person or action) creating or controlling a situation 
rather than just responding to it after it has happened- सक्रिय

Empirical(Adj.)- seen, actual- प्रयोगमसद्ध



VOCABULARY

Defame(V)- malign, libel- कुख्यात होना

Militancy(N)- the use of confrontational or violent methods in support of a 
political or social cause- लड़ाकापन

Counterproductive(Adj.)- having the opposite of the desired effect- उल्टा

DEFINITIONS-
Drug Peddlers(N)- an unlicensed dealer in illegal drugs.



High on atmospherics

(Punjab needs a sober, well-thought-out strategy to deal 

with drug abuse)

• Special Task Force (STF) is set up to tackle the problem. 

• The STF claimed to have arrested about 15,000 drug 

peddlers (an unlicensed dealer in illegal drugs). It also 

claimed that the supply line of drugs had been choked.

• The tightening of supply chains, many turned to cheaper 

and spurious (fake) drugs.

• The last one month witnessed a spurt in deaths due to 

overdose or usage of spurious drugs.





High on atmospherics

• The Punjab Cabinet has asked the Centre to amend the 

Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (NDPS) Act 

of 1985.

• It followed this up with a declaration that all 3.4 lakh 

government employees would have to undergo a dope test.

• The test can only confirm the presence of narcotics in 

samples.

• It is well-known that the vast majority of drug addicts are 

unemployed youth. 

• What is needed is a extensive survey and a well-thought-

out strategy to tackle the problem.



High on atmospherics

• The problem also lies in the poor handling of drug-related cases by police and prosecution 

agencies.

• Punjab has gone through several periods of crisis, including militancy during the 1980s 

and 1990s when thousands of lives were lost, and is currently in danger of losing too 

many youngsters to drugs. 

• It requires sensitive handling rather than knee-jerk reactions which can be 

counterproductive.



ONE WORD SUBSTITUTION-
Credible(Adj.)- believable, reliable-विश्िसनीय

PHRASAL VERB-
Look into(Phrasal verb)- To investigate or try to get more information about something-जााँच 
करना

IDIOMS-
Before the ink is dry- If people make an agreement or contract and then the situation changes 
very quickly, it changes before the ink is dry.

Look into(Phrasal verb)- To investigate or try to get more information about something-जााँच 
करना

Knee-jerk reaction- an automatic or reflex reaction; an immediate reaction made without 
examining causes or facts.
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